





How does NASA help humans go to space?
What is my involvement?













NASA conducts its work in four principal organizations, 
called mission directorates:
•Aeronautics: pioneers and proves new flight 
technologies that improve our ability to explore and 
which have practical applications on Earth.
•Exploration Systems: creates capabilities for 
sustainable human and robotic exploration.
•Science: explores the Earth, solar system and 
universe beyond; charts the best route of discovery; 
and reaps the benefits of Earth and space exploration 
for society.
•Space Operations: provides critical enabling 
technologies for much of the rest of NASA through the 
























Conduct research to understand the challenges humans face in 
space explorations.
Understand and mitigate the physical challenges 
humans encounter during space explorations.
Conducts research to understand the 
space environmental issues humans 
encounter 
Develop technologies that facilitate human 
exploration of space
Human Research Program
Cardiovascular Response Bone Health Muscle Function




















• Robots can’t do it all, at least not yet
• Humans are needed to  make the final decisions
• Humans can assimilate and process information using both 
emotions and logics but robots can’t
• Mostly done by automated and remote control spacecraft
• Humans are controlling these robots
• Humans are needed to make sense out of the data
• Robots help us pave the way
• We like to explore in PERSON
• What can be better than 
actually being there!
All Methods of Exploration Require Humans
Questions?
